Who is Noshiroket-Chan?

Noshiroket-Chan

Noshiroket-Chan is a fairy of the rockets,
but her own power is too small to get her to space by herself.
She supports high school students and university students,
who are making a rocket to take her to space.

Noshiroket-Chan in the Noshiro Space Event in Japan
Noshiroket-Chan is also a mascot of the Noshiro Space Event.
and Noshiroket-Chan dolls really gets on rockets, and launched.
Some of participants wear her costumes at the event.
All those who attend the event love her very much.

What is the Noshiro Space Event?
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The Noshiro Space Event is the most famous space event in Japan.
The following activities taken place:
・Launching of the Hybrid Rockets by university students and the high school student groups
such as the "Rocket Girls"(*)
*This is an educational program for rockets,and a pet name for participating members
was chosen from the title of a novel of sci-fi writer Mr. Housuke Nojiri.
・Launching of large-sized model rockets by members of a community group and some
high school students
・Launching of small model rockets by primary school children and general participants
・Launching of water rockets by primary school children from Noshiro
・CanSat Comeback Competition(**)
** Released from a flying balloon, Handmade 350ml satellites use wings or parachutes to
land on the ground target.
・Space Rover Competition
・Refreshment stands, vendor shops and various exhibitions about space

Where is Noshiro?
Noshiro is located near the northern end of Japan‛ s main island of Honshu
and is a town mainly dedicated to agriculture and forestry.
In Noshiro, there is a very large vacant area of land near the beach.
This is a valuable place for private citizen and students to launch rockets from.
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The nearest airports to Noshiro are Odate Noshiro Airport (ONJ) and Akita Airport (AXT).
The Noshiro Space Event takes place at the end of August. For details, please access the URL below.
http://www.noshiro-space-event.org/
Please visit the Noshiro Space Event. Noshiroket-Chan is look forward to meeting you.

About NO-KA, the Creator of Nosiroket-Chan
Originally, NO-KA was one of the 3DCG designers of most famous game in Japan.
Now, he is a farmer in Noshiro and has created Noshiroket-Chan to support a wonderful space event
that takes place in his hometown.

